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‘ SUMMARY .. ,
,.
.. ,,
Wethods.are presented for determining. the jet-
..
.houndaiy corrections.to the downwa.sh behind models in”
. rectangular wind tunnels. , The methods take into acdount
the .tunqel dimensions(.the type of” jet, the span loading
of the model, the geometric! position of the wing and of
the tail in the tunnel, the ,displac.ement of the wing wake,
and the effect of the slipstream. A correction to the
lift of the wing due to .the.curv,at’ure of the streamlines
Was determined from the downwash correction .calcu.lations
and is included in the appendix. Numerical values of the
downwash correction factors for 7- by 10-foot closed wind
tunnels are presented i.nthe form
INTRODUCTION
of graphs.
,.
l?he.influence of the jet boundaries upon the down-
.
wash at the wing and behind the wing has been rather” ex-
tensively i~vestigated from theoretical considerations
and the theory has been roughly checked by experimental
data. The general method of determining the correction
factors to the downwash behind a wing in. a rectangular
tunnel wa$.,fi~st given by Glauert and Hartshorn (refer-
ence l).- A~though these authors gave the formula for
an exa,ct solution for the induced upwash velocity due to
.,.
any given image of the vortex system assumed to replace
the wing, t.h6y su~med up the effect of all the iuages by
the-use of an,ap’proximate formula, valid only ’for models
..
that are very small relative to.the size of the wind tun-
nel. The experimental “Chec~~spresented were also for
relat’”~vely small models: The” calculation methods of ref-
erence 1 were f’u.rtherdevelo~ed and refined in references.,.
2 and 3. .,
I.
. .
2 ,... -‘.
.. . . .
The factors usuall~ considered in downwash-co rrection
calculations are the tunne”l dimensions, the type of jet,
and the geometric position .of the wing and tail in the
tunnel: The wing is usually replaced by a simple horse-
shoe vortex with an effective span approximately equal to
the theoretical distance between the completely rolled-up
trailing vortices.
..
The additional factore considered in the present in-
vestigation are the effect of the displacement of the
vortex sheet, the effect of nonuniform span loading! and
the influence of tih~ slipstream, The methods necessary
to determine the effect of all the various factors con-
sidered upon the corrections to the downwash angle and
wake displacement are presented and discussed, Corre-
sponding corrections to tli6 measured pitching moments.
the elevator hinge moments, and the eleva,tor free-floating
e,ngle are presented A ct)r?ec.tion to the lift of the wing
- due t“o the curvature o’f.tlie streamlines was. determined by
use of the downwash” correction factors and is given in
appendix AW Theoretical valu~s, of’ the various correction
, factors, for 7- by...lfootot closed wind tunnels are also
presented. “
.,
THEORY
.
General Solution
The jet boundaries impose certain restrictions -d~on
the air flaw around a model. The known conditions to be
satisfied are zero normal velocity at the boundaries for
closed-type wind. tunnels and constant pres~ure at the
boundaries for open-type wind tunnels. It has been shown
(reference 1) that the boundary conditions nay be satisf-
ied by replacing the boundaries with a doubly infinite
,. >
pattern of images of the model portex systpm.
The image arrangement f’or a closed rectangular wind
tunnel is illustrated in. figures 1 and 2. (See reference
3 for the image arrangemtint for open-type tunnels,’) In
fi~ure 1, a three-dimensional drawing, for simplicity the
wing is shown on the center line of the wind tunnel. In
figure 2, a three-view drawing, the wing and the, tall are
shown loca,ted off-center, as in the general case. The
axes used are indicated in the figures and the terminology
used in this paper is given in appendix 3. The wing is
3replaced by a simpl:e.horseshoe vortex. in the figures and
\n most Of the following calculations. Any actu.alnon-
unl’form “spanlift distribution may,”be.,builtup of, several
simple horseshoe” vortices of various span’s and ,strengths.
!Zhe problem of determining the numerical values of
the verkica,l velocity w induced, by the jet boundaries
may be solved-by calculating the vertical velocity “due to
each separate image and then eumming;l.lp.the effects of
all the images. Inasmuch as the effectiveness of the
images decreases rather. rap’idly as thei$ distance from
the actual wing increases, the effect of only a few of
the more imp~rtant images need. be calculated. This method
is necessary because no simple, exact., convergent series
representing the effects of the whole doubly infinite
system of images has been found. In reference 1 a, fairly
simple series is presented ,that is valid only for the
case when tile tail length and the vortex semispan d$s-
tances are approximately eaual and are” quite small com-
pared with the distance to the first ’set of images, Por
larger models (relative to the tunnel) the errors in-
volved may become quite’ large, as wa.k shown in reference
2. . .
The total vertical velocity
‘total induced a,t the
ta,il position X,u,o by a’ s~mple posit”~ve image hOl?Se-
shoe vortex (positive image indicates an image similar to
model vortex) located with the center secti~n of the li,ft-
ing line a% O,y,z is given by
-n
‘[
./-, Y-s y+g
‘total = -~<” [(y- 6)2 + z2— {y+ 8)2 + 22
., --1
v
+ 1 X(y - s) ~~~~( 1%& - S)2 +X24 22” ‘2+ ‘a + (y’..’& )1+z’
‘“[j++s:~+22(~’“’22”+‘y’”+‘++“OD‘“
where
4r circulation strength of horseshoe vortex
x distance” from lifting line. of image to tail position,
“..
parallel ”to. X axis.
Y distance to center,section of image lifting line,
parallel to Y axis
z distance to image lifting line, parallel to Z axis
s semispan of simple horseshoe vortex
This formula is identical with that given in reference 1
except for signs, since downwash was considered positive
in reference, 1 and in this,report upwash is considered
positive. The totql boundary-induced upwash velocity
‘total is given in equation (1) for a single im,age and
must be s-axr;n’edup for all ir,aflesin order to determine
the complete downwash correction@
.,
The up~fash velocity at the center section of the
lifting line of the wing WC*S* is given by the first
set of terms of equation (1)1 that is, by the tefims that
are independent of x. The other two sets of terms give
the additional upwash at the center section of the tail
w
ac,s.
, that is, the increase.in upwaih velocity at the
tail over that at the center section of the wingi In
order to calculate the correction to the measured pitch-
ing moments, the additional upwash with respect to the
average wing upwash should be used rather than the addi-
tional upwash .with respect to the center-section wing
upwash. ‘This adtlitional upwash i~ith respect to the aver-
age upwash across the wing iS found from the total u~wash
‘total and the average wing upwash Ww as follows$
‘aw (2)= +?total - Ww
It will later be shown that this expression for wayv may
he used only for the power-off case and must be modified
fo? the power-on. c~.se.
Several calculations showed no appreciable difference
between the correction for the center of the tail and the
5average correction for the entire tail for representative
models in 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels; hence, for
simplicity, the upwash velocity will be- calculated pnly
for the center section of the tail. Calculations for a
7- by 20-foot. tunnel,.however, indicate that an appreci-
able difference between the upwash at the”center section
and the average upwash across the tail might ‘be expected
for some modelwtunnel arrangements!
In general, it is’necessary to calculate the value
of
‘3Qta~ and ‘w due to each image vortex and then to
sum up the effects of all the image vortices. In practice
the calculations are considerably simplified- because
‘total may be calculated as the sum of “C.S9 and
‘a ; and Wc.se, be$ng independent of x, need be caZ-C.s.
culated only once for all values of x. Simple summation
formulas (see equati~n (20) of this” paper) may be used to
calculate the values of wcOs,, The usual average wing
correction ww is generally already av~ilable or can be
determined from reference 3, Also,
tioned,
as previously men-
the ce,lculations of wac so (equation (21)) need
.
he made for only a few of the more important near-image
vortices. It is seldom necessary to compute the effect
of an image farther than five images away; the relation
between the height and the width of the tunnel, however,
determines how many images must be considered.
In order to determine which images are important,
the upwash velocity due to several images was calculated
for a point 3 feet behind the lifting line of a 3-fOOt
seaispan horseshoe vortex at the center of a 7- by lC-
foot closed wind tunnel”. The calculation was made to an
accuracy of approximately one-tenth of 1 percent bf the
final summation va~ue’ (fi’ve decimal places). Inasmqch as
a case.with the wing on the center line of the tunnel was
seleated, only zero and positive valves of n
(see figs.
and “m<
1 and .2)‘had to be ca~culated. because tlie “si,,gn
of the integers does not affect the absolute magnitude .Of
the upwash velocity and the upwash velocity i’or”the nega-
tive values of n or m is therefore equal to the up-
wash velocity for positiv”e val””uesof n . or m,
.,
The value’of th”e upwash.velocity, ~onverted to’the
nondimensional correction factor 8 is given in
ac.s.’
table I for each of the images where
6(3)
since
“vosc&
.
r=”
4s
The symbols used in these equations, which were not pre- -
viously defined, are
c“ tunnel area
V. free-stream velocity
s wing arez .
.
CL lift coefficient “’,’
and the angular correction is determined from the correc-
tion factor by
.
(4)
where AC is.srcall and is assumed equal to its tangent.
The symbpls 6 and w may be subscripted as” intiicated
in appendix B to apply to any component of boundary-
induqed upwash.
The sign of the upwash correction factors for values
of upwash correction factors less than 0.00001 is given
in table I to show that the summation is at least reason-
ably accurate, since’ app.r,oximately as many positive zeros
as negative zeros are present, An additional c,orrec”tion
due, to the” neglected images could be determined %Y the ap-
proximate, formula of reference 1 but was not considered
necessary because, bym.cans .of a careful selection of the
important images , practically the same summation was ob-
tained with a few, images as with the entire pattern of 15
images. The important, images selected for a 7- by lo-foot
olosed ,wind tu~nel, are indicated in t-able I. The summa-
tions obtained “by the use of both the pattern of 15 images
and the pattern of important images, are also given in
table I. ,.,
7Modifications to General Solution
Span loading .- The span of the simple horseshoe
vortex, which is assumed to represent the model”.for.pur=
~ poses of Calculationj is usually taken to be approximately
..
the distance hetweenthe~ip vortices of the completely1
rolleii+up vortex sheet; The complete rolling-up process
o“ocurs quite slow&yb as mentioned in, reference 48 and
probably would seldon be accomplished in ordinary wind-
tunnel operatlo”n. Thus , the actual loading along the
wing span should he used for the accurate determination
of the jet-boundary cor~ections. .
,.
..’. ,,.
.“.. The average boundary=inducqd upwash velocity at the
lifting l“ine,-as talc.ulat,ed for ‘?p,by. 10*foot closed wind
.,..
tunnels by the mek.hods of,:re~feremo,e3P usually has a
numerical value law~r”than the value calculated by use
of the actual span load distribution because the upwash
velocity is averaged across the assumed effective span
rather than across the aotual span; An empirical rela~
ti,on between the actual and the effective model Qpan was
determined in order effectively to average’ the upwash
velocity across the actual model span. Use of this empir-
ical effective span gives numerical values of ww ii
good agreement with the values obttined by use of the
actual span loading. The effective span for plain wings
i-n a ?- by 10=foot closed tunnel should be about O.g times
the ‘actual span and for partial-span flaps should be about
equal to the actual flap ‘span.
,,,
In order to ~coount for the marked changes in span
loading due to partial-span flaps, the correction *S
broken into two parts; that is,
1-(6cL)w + [(’CL’W+J:”., ‘(5)
where
(aCL]w product of correction factor due to wing and -
increment of lift coefficient due to wing
(w~)f product of correction factor due to flap and
increment of Zift coefficient due “to ‘flap
- I ,,, ,, ,.,b-,—— —.-— . . . . . , .!.....-. .! .-.. . -—.-
., --- ___
.——
8
1’\
.. .. ... .;. ,,,. . . . . ,-
,... r . . . .
This -addition, of t~e, effects of the wing ,and the
...
flap Will be assumed t;oha%e” %e’en madti.inthej’f~llowing
“~ornulas; h:oti~ver, onlj the product. {(8CL)W+f will be.. ..
indicated. :
..
Jfi ma?y. c“as.e.s.th.,e’correcti on fait or, 8 will
be very, nearly ea:ual for’ the wing and for the .’flap, and
a s,~ngl,evalue may the’r.ef,ore, be u’s,ed,with satisfactory
..
a.o.curacyt ... ..
.
An acidi’tional correction to theWake dis.pla~emen,t.-.,
downwash is necessary because. of the displacement of the
wake or slipstream in’th’e tunnel. The free-air displacem-
ent: of the wake or slipstream center line is usually de-
creased” by the .bo-andbry,-i.nduced upwas,h in a closed ,tun.nel.
As the stability and oontrol ch.arac,teristics of airpla~es
ofl.t-endepend critically upon, the position of the wake or
,,
s:l’ipstream with respect ,tio“the tail surfaces, this
b~~~.nd’ary-in.d!lcedisplacement must. be deternin,ed. “The
d.isp.laceuent Zt ,of th,e.,wa.ke,or slipstream at a position
,., ,
-x M free ,air is .d.et,e”rmine”das .,. ,,
,. . . .
.. ,,
. . “AT -21’=. ,/ tan c dx
.’
.,
,’. . ,.
.,. .
where i is the angle of inclination of the wake or slip-
stream at each point betw&en the trailing ‘edge of the wing
or.propeller disk and x, Ilecause the angle 6 will be
differ e~~t in free air and in the ‘t;~nnel, tne boundary-
induced displacement is, to 2 first approximation,2’
. .
[
x P?
Az i=” tan” (6 +“Ac) dx -“”
J
tan c dx
. T.Z!. “ T.E.
where c +,~c iIs the measured inclination at each point
on the wake or slipstream cen,ter line’ and, A’6 is the
oorrected angle at that ?Qint. Unless C is very large
it will usually be satisfactory to determine Azf as
(6)
—__________ ........ ,.. . , . , ,,, ,, ,,,,,
. .
9
. .
The ,correcti”on”to ‘the displatiement of. the “wake center
1$.ne at ,eac,hpoint x may .also,be” considered to be t’he
correction to the displacement of “all point s’’having an
ordinate equal to” x except “for the points lying in the
{
: slipstream. A similar co,rrectio,n.to the slipstrtiam dis-
In”genera$, the angleplacement ‘must also,be applied.,
J AC will be different for the wake arid for ,the ‘sl”ipstieam,
and the resulting displacement will be ’different. ‘“
,.
.,’
Thti”o,omputed boundary-induced d~spladement at the
t.afl.fo.ratypical l/5=scale powere! model in a 7- by 10-
foot’ closed tunnel amounts to about 0,7 CL inch, or 3;5 CL
inches on.the ,f.ull-scale aipplane. Near maximum” ~lft the
,“
correction thus becomes fairly large?
..
The correction may be easily.applied only to downwash
m?asurements~ The measured pitching moments must also be
corr.qcted, however, because the displacement of the wake
or slipstream may be large or the tail may be so criti-
cally located that q small cil~nge in location would change
the tail effectiveness a great deal. This additional
p$tching-mo~ent correction can be applied only by calcu-
lating the additional change.in angle Aczl, oacurring
in free air (from the charts of reference 5), due to the
chnge in vertical location Azf of the tail with respect
to the wake, For a powered model, actual downwash meas-
urement behind the model, or a similar, model, must be
used to estimate Acz,.
Distortion and rolling-up of vortex sheet.- Tne wing
-——
is represented by a series of simple horseshoe vortices
extending uniformly downstream to infinity. The actual
v6rtex. sheet. of the wing is known to be-displaced verti-
cally downward as well as rolled ,wp after it leaves the
trailing edge of the wing. Some modifications, to the
corrections must be made to account for the deviation of
the actual vortex sheet from the assumed vortex sheet,
Jn the determination of the downwash behind a wing
the distortion of the vortex sheet may usually be accounted
for by simp~y considerj.ng the entire vortex sheet to be
displaced vertically b’y an “&mount equal to the displace-
ment at the tail position of the center section of the
actual d-istor”ted vortex’ sheet,” The rolling-up of the
vortex sheet may generally be neglected (ieference 4).
Because this modifica:~io’n is usu’ally sufficiently accurate
------- . . . . ... .. .—-.,---- ...-. ... .. . .. .
—. .——.— .- .. -.——.—-
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to be used in determining. the first eorder effect, the a,c-
tual d’ownwash behind a wing, it..would appear to be s.uffi-’
ciently accurate to be, used in d,eter,mining the effect of
the. j~’t boundaries upon. .the downwas.h.. “
Im the determination, of jets-boundary correct’ion.s,,.
t-he problem is somewhat different from the problem of de-
termining the actual downwash behind a. wing, because the
point for which the induced velocity is being computed
is at, a great distance froro the image vortices. For “th~s
case. the tip vortices are of greater importance and, as
the d,isplace~ent o,f t,he tip vortices is very. slight” (ref-
eren,ze 4), a somewhat smaller displacement of the vortex
sheet th’an that indicated’ by the. center~section displace-
ment should be used. “
‘ The center-section ‘d.is,p,laoeaentnay be determined
from reference 5. A ver;~:approximate calculation is, now-
eve’r, sv.f,ficiently,accurat~v for this modification.. The
angle of inclination of.the een.ter ,of the. wing Wake for
a ,lift coefficient of unity is approximately 0.1 radian .
for normal aspect ratio’s’and ta,ger ratios and fO~ wing
flaps with a span ratio greater than CI.6 the wing span.
For very short partial-span fla~s, the wake angle is ap-
proximately 0.2 radian.
~~Le problem is now me~~”ly t?-e .dete~minat,ion Of an ef-
fective height d, the distance the’ lifting line must be
ass~~med to be above the center line of the tunnel to ac-
This effectivecount for the vortex-sheet displacement.
height d then replaces the actual height in the calcula-
t~ons of the Jet-boundary corrections.
If an effective displacement of about, one-half that
at the center section is assumed to give reasonable ac-
curacy in determining the jet-boundary corrections, the
effective he~.ght to be used will be:
d =
‘g - Ad (’7)
where
Ad = 0,05 CL ~
or, for flap spans of less than 0.6 the wing span,
—.-—l—- --,, -,,-.—. ,,, . ,, ,,.. , , ,,, , , ,
,,-, .mmmm, —-m, n,.nm M I II
and dg is the geometric height of the origin of the tip
vortices .abave the tunnel ,_center line. Tne origtn of the\
tip vorti,ces may be assumed to b-e located at the wl.ng ““
trailing edge of the 0.9 sernispan.stat$on.
Effect of slipstream.- Tbe jet-~oundary corrections
are altered rather markedly by the slipstream, es’peoially
when th,e slipstream velocity ratiO is large? The slip-
stream changes the span load distribution, changes the
distortion of th,e vortex sheet, and adde a stream func-
tion (that of the slipstream itself) to the conditions
that must Ye met, at the jet boundaries? The mal.n effect
of the slipstream is, however, to decrease the correction
to the downwash angle inasmuch as a vector additign rather
than a scala~ addition of the jet-boundary induced upwash
velocity with the slipstream velocity is required for the
case where the point in question (the tail) lies inside
the slipstream, The effect of the vector addition wI1l
be considered when the angular corrections are determined.
The problem cf determining the boundary-induced up-
wash velocity $or a model with a slipstream $S essentially
the problem of determining the upwash velocity due to a
doubly infinite pattern of the image models, each with Its
slipstream. No adequate theoretical method of computing
the inorease in downwash behind an airplane due to a slip-
stream is available. At the rather large distance (in
the Y and Z directions) from each image that it is
desirea to calculate the boundary-induced upwash velocity,
the main effect of power probably is the upwash velocity
caused by the jet boundaries of the inclined slipstreams;
that is, when the propeller is inclined to the air stream,
the slipstream will have a component of flow (the free-
stream flow) normal to it, This component of original
flow across the slipstream will induce an upwash velocity
inside and outside the slipstream: The induced upwash
velocity outside the slipstream may be calculated for
each image by an extension of the methods presented “3P
reference 6. It is necessary to ~s$ume a slip~trea~ with
twordiniension.al characteristics for the calculations.
The final formula, including the summat~on factor for the
7F by &o-foot closed wind tunnel, is as follows:
. (8)
,where . .“. ,
.,”
..
r,~ position. ,Of a,~point ‘iritli‘respect to cente.r..’linei”of
a two-d iuen”si.om,al, slipst..re’a,m .“.:.,“”. ‘-””““‘:”’
q~ dynamic pressure in slips t.rearn.. -- ,
.,
,,
’20 fre’e-stream. dynamic pr,esstire.
,,
,.. .’ ,’
inclination ,of slipstream, , radians
.,
c~ . . . ,.,
.
.’ .,
.
.Num’e-fiicalvalues. of ‘the ihc”reneht of jet-boundary
‘itidti:ce’d’u~wash velocity ws. “’”’dueto the inclined slip-
... .,< ,. ., ,.
s’tr.ea.m calculated from, equatiog (8”) agree very “well with..
th’”e,valu,es of the incre~tient calcul,ate’d by the simple,
method. of using the increment 0$. lift due to the propel-.
le”~,and’ t~’e cor”rectj.on ;a.ctors ~nvolved f~r power-off
con.dition”s, at least fo,r ,cotiv,enti onal single-engine a:ir-
plane’ rn”od”els; Thu S, for sim~plicityj it is suggested that
the total ,power-on lift coefficient ,and the power-off
correction’ factor be used to cal.culate, the total boundary-
induced hpwash.
CORRECTIONS
‘Downwash-angle correction.- The correction to the
——
downwash angle is. o~tained f~m the total upwash velocity
and the local velocity at the particular point. The cor-
r~ction is “given in the follow!ng equation (for ,small
angles) rearranged. to simplify t,h.ecalculations :
.
,
A~d ‘=@taL= u-i- ‘total ‘
v.
,,
V/V-o’”x V. ,
(9)
If tnepoint for which the correction is._t& “be det”~rmin.ed
. ,.
is inside the sl~pstreaiflt the velocity V beco.m,es Vs ~
anii,“if outside the slipstream, Voi “The correcti,,on.given
in equation (9) transferred to correction-factor form and
converted to degrees is .,
,, ,.
.,
““s ‘“
‘cd = & “to’”’ c“Jw+Y 5 ‘57”3)”
(10)
13
since>., .,
..
.. ~. .,,.
. ,.
..
.1 .,”=, ~., ; .$ ,
“~~vo ~
and .CL is “the power-on ,lif$ co.efficientp ““”
“n
,.
.“
The rat$o q/q9 i,s determined, for th”e pqint ~n”
,question$ from the pltot head u,eed to me,asur”ethe. angle
Of”dpwnwash. The factor 6tOtial is determined fqr ~he .
,particular point in quest ic”n (located at x=~. and’”
z = dt] for a gim.ple horseshoe vortex with a ,sp”an’equal
to the effective span (for the wing and the flap). If
the point. for which the downwatih-angle correction i’s de-
“sired.does no! lie in the plane. of, sy,mmetry$ the value of
the correction factor for th~ point .in the plane of sym-
metry ma~7 be used for most model~tunnel’ arrangements with
sa”tis.factory accuracy. Value,s of S, CLP, and 6tOtal
depend upon the nodel used i’n the tests and values of”.
‘total’ CLP1 and “q/q. vary with model attitude.
.
Correction for displacement of wake or sli~stream.-
Vhe correction to the displacement of the wake or the
slipstream may he determined from equations (6) and (10)
in correcti,on-factor form as
(11)
where @io and 8t0tal are functions of x? This dis-
placement correction is fairly large and is important for
conventional powered models. .
Pitching-moment corre~tic”n,~ The angulan correction
tQ he used in determining the correction to the p$tching
moment,s is #the difference in the boundary-induced air- .
flow angle at the tail “and the average boundary~induced
air-flow “angle over the wings:
.,
,,.,,,,,,,,,—.--— —,...... ,—---- -,.,.. . .- ——-— .—
-.. ... .. ....
14 :
YWL4L. !IY=Acem = ~
Q. * (w’::”) -% “2)” ‘“
.. ..
. .
The average upwash veloci,ty Wv, at the wing is also
determined from t~e pol~er-cm.lift ~coefficient. ln” ~efer -
ence 7 it is suggested that the power-off lift coefficient
be used to deternine the upwash velocity at the wing be-
cause, f“o.rmost single- or twin~engin”e airplanes, *he in=
crease in the lift due to the ‘slipstream is primarily due
to an i’n.cr,easein local velocity over the wings rather
than to a marked increase in ‘the circulation of the wing,
although ‘the circulation distri%ut.ion is’ altered by the
slipstream. Thus , for practical purposes, the same system
of simpdle horseshoe vortices could be used to represent
,the wing with or withcut a slipstream, and the lift coef-
f’icie~t of the wing measured without power ‘could be used
to compute the boundary-inciuzed upwash velocity at the
wing due to the vortices. The jet effect of the inclined
slipstream was neglected, ir. thef arguments of reference 7.
A few approximate calculations based on equation (El)hav-
ing indicated that the. effect of the inclined slipstream
may be roughly approximated by using the power-on lift
coefficient instead of the power-off lift coefficient,
this procedure will “oe used in this paper.
The correction to the measured pitching moments Of a
powered model depends upon the power-on lift, the correc-
tion factors, the slipstrea~ velocity at the tail p12.ne,
and t-he stabilizer effectiveness. The correction is de-
termined in the form
()ACm = ACCm ~ 57,.3bit (13)
where Aec is given in equation (12) and acm/di~ is
m
the measured stabilizer effectiveness for the given con-
ditions.
~n ge,neral, both Acc and dcmiait
m“
are functions
of CL or angle of ““attack p and both may be oomputed;
it is, however, more accurate and usually simpler to’ de-
termine i3Cm/bit experimentally. If air-flow surveys
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are not available, t:he’ayerage ,velocity ratio nay be de-
> ., terminetl, to a first a?>roxlmation, by Uge of i3.cm/aitt
as a functionof CL as followe: .
..
. .
.“
“ “If the tail does. not- lie in the wing Or fuselage
wake, the, power-off stabilizer. ef~ectiveness. may ~~ used
for the free-stream stabilizer effecti~eness. It may be
neces$ar:i t’o ylot the power-off stabilizer effectiveness
as a function of lift coefficient and to extrapolate to
about zero lift, oti even to so~e negative lift where the
tail may :be considered out of the “wake? . .
A{c”m =
eg.uat%ofi (12) is converted to c,or??ection~factor
angular pitohi,~g-moment ““correction in radians
. .
[ *. “1‘8total cLp),v+f - ‘SWcL&+f ~ ’15) ~
and equation (13) becomes
ACm =?
lJ(.;o)av
(8totalcLp)w+f-
1(
s dcm\
–—57.3 (16)(5wCLp)w+f c bit)
The added correction due to wake or slipstream displace-
ment is not included in this form~~la and must be sepa-
rately determined, ‘..,.
.
The values of the correction factors are for the ef-
fective span and the effective height of the lifting line
above the tunnel center line. The value of x to be
used in cleternining 8tOtal is equal to the distance be-
tween,~he, ,quarter-chord point 0$ the wing and the ~bree-
quarter-chord point of the tail, because the three-&arter.
chord point “is the best measure of the effective angle of
attack of the tai~ (reference -8)..
I
-,.
.4
,.,
.
.,
.M~ fact o“r”sinn”equ”~t,ion (,16) should””%e “de”t.errnineda’s’
f~~nctions” of the tunnel ang,le of at”tack; and t~e ,final
correction will be a func.t:ion“of the tunnel angle of at-
tack. A simple, straight-line expression for the correc-
tion may ustially ye”“determined in “the form o?
.,
..’,
,, ..
.. . . .
A’cm = g + “Kla . . . .
where the” “values Qf K and K,l depend upon the ,pa?tic -
ular -p~wer’and mode,l condition. Eor closed-type wind
tunn’el:sthe pitching-moment. correction is ta be added “to
the experimentally d%terrni.ned values of Cm.
,:
‘,
‘Elevator-free angle cor,reetion. - The, measured free-
float ~angle of the elevator for elevatir-free tests’ ‘
will “oe in error due ,tq the Jet-’boundary effect, The
corr.ecti”on“is determined in. a rnann”qr:,similar” to that for
the pitching-moment correction. In fact, the correction,
angle A< cm ts used to determine the elevator=free angle
correction. It is necessary to make elev~tor-free tests
at two- stabilizer angles ana thu”s to determine i36e/bit
(and ‘bCm/~it} as functions of CL.
Then the correction to the measured elevator-free
angle will be
.()LSe“A8e = Aecti — .57.3.dit
and to the measured .~.itching moment
where acm/~it is for the elevator-free conditions.
(17)
(18)
Elevator hingexmoment correction.- The, measured ele-
vator hinge moments will also be slightly in error because
of jet-boundary’ effect. The effect is usually quite small
and often within the experimental accuracy of the measur-
ing equipment. The general method of attack is similar
17 ‘“
to the, method tised to determine the
rection~ The elevator hinge-moment
-.
~ch
“he, ()
= Accm &“
t
pitching.-ma.ment cor -
correction
where dchef~it may be deter.m%ned experimentally or
calculated approximately as desired.
Stre&nline-cqrvature correct”ionP_ kn estimate of the
streamline~curvature cirrectioll to”the lift of “the wings
was Dade by use--of the downwash correction factors and is
given in appendix A. ,..‘j
..”
NUM~RIC.4L VALUES 01 8
FOR 7- BY 10-I?OO!PCLOSED. W$IVD TUNNEL
..
The numerical values of”the Jet-bounds.ry correctiofis’
will be given in the form of the “usual correction factors.
(See equations (3) and (4).) In order to calculate the
correction fact”ors it’ is necessary to determine the av-
erage upwash velocity at the wings, the upwash velocity
at the center section of the wing, and the additional up-
wasil velocity at the tail plane
‘iac.s,
due to the in-
fluence of..the jet boundaries upon” the wing.
~he average upwash velocity Ww is the value of up-
wash velocity general~y used to determine the corrections
for induced angle of attack and induced drag. Nethods of
computation are adequately described in reference .3*
This average upwash velocity should be calculated fo~., .“.
various values Qf vortex semispan a“nd for sev~ra~ off-
center positions of the lifting line in the tunnel. Nu -
merical values of the correction factor 6W are given in ,
figure 3 for the 7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnel. AS “:
previously mentioned, the accuracy is increased by the
use of an effective span of about 0.9 the actual span f,o.?. “
wings and an effective span equa,,lto the actual flaP $PaQ
for partial-span flaps., .. ,: ..
?he upwash velocity at the center section of the
bring Wc.s.. is:~alcula,ted from the first -te”rmsof equation
.
.
.-lij
(l)-or by the followingmequation in which na is substi-
tuted for y, mh + (-1). d, for z.,,and the necessary ,
sum]rati’ons are indicated: .. .... .“
,; .,. . ..-.’.
.. . . .,””.
...
..-,
..
wc,~; =,, is?’{(-y[. :,(.na”~-”, s)2 +na(~h~.(-l)m d)a
.. . . {
,,-’ .
t
. . . . ,.,
na-+ S“
,. .”. “.,;...
‘1}
(2~)
(na,+ S)2 + (TIh+ {-l)m d~
.,.
,.. , .,
. .
x,.
T@e integers. n and m take tihe:~ositive and neg?,tive
value,s ‘that define the .imTortant image tunnels.
The center-sect$on upwash velocity should also be
calculated for various vortex semisp,aqs and.several off-
center lifting-line position+t ““l?urneric’alvalues of the
correction factor ““tic s. are given in fi~ure 3 fa,r”the
l .
-7- by 10-foot closed wind’ tu’nnel,
The increase in”the upwash velocity at the.tail
plane over the”upwash ve”locity at.the center section of “,
the wing Wac S* must: be ,calculated. The last terus Of
l
equation ‘(l) or the following equations, for_whi.ch the
su,bstitu”tions of na for
z have already %een made’,
tions. The values n and
iinage tunnels.
.
n
IL.
*. “(-l)mr f“ r
‘a =C.S* .4=
. . . .({1
F
1x “, 1 . -+X2+.(rni+(-l )m&-dt)a”.
Y and ,mh + (V”l,)rnd - at for
may’he used for the CalcilLa-
rn are for the important,.,
X(na - s)
fins-s)~+x’2+ (mh+(-1 )md-dt )2
.—
1
,,
‘i,
1} ~
—’ ,.
(na-s)2+ (mh~(-l)wd-dt)2
-r-.”’ X(na + S)
-L’(
t
1
‘md T-dt)2+dna + “S)2 -1-X2 ‘+ (mh + .(-1”)
1 , “ “
x[=+(mh+(kmd-dt~+ 1)-(na+s)2+ (mh+(-l)md~d.t)2 “(?1)
,,. . ,,
,.
:,, ,
1[”
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where d~ is the height of the tail above the tunnel
_c.ente~ ‘line. The nurnerica~ values of upwash velo’city are
the same” for negative as for positive values, of n. The
calculations need, not therefore be repeated for both po$-
itive and negative values of n? Values of additional ‘
upwash
‘Jac.,s, for various vortdx spans and tail lengths
for several off-center posttiions of the lifting line and
the tail should be calculated, Numerical values of the
correction factor 6 for the 7-
ac.s.
by iOwfoot closed
,-
,.Wiia tti~nel are given infigure.4~,
.
The tota~ upwash correction facto+
i
is given in figure 5 and is ‘the sum of 6= sC- ,from fig-
.
ure 3.and &a from fi,gure 4.?C.s.
.“.
“METHOD OF APPLYING CORRECTIONS
The step=by-step procedure for determining the cor-
rections to the downwash angle, the wake and slipstream
location, the pitching moment, the elevator free-floating
angle , and the elevator hinge moment is as follows:
(The curves presented in’the figures referred to ap-
ply only to a 7- by lC-foot closed wind tunnel. )
,lq The tiou.nd.ary-correct ion factor 8ht is det”e-rmined
“from figure 3, the value of effective semispan s Yeing
taken as O*9 the wing semispan for the win~ correction
l and .equ’al to lthe flap semi span for the flap correction.
The va~ue of d is equal to dg~ the verticii height of,
the tip vorti,ges, (triiling edge of the 0,.9 semisp’an sta-
tiqn). .,
,.
2 The effective heigh$ of the lift”ing “line above
the tu~nel center line is obtained from equat$o;n (7,) in
which the value of dg was determined, in etep 1, as a
function of angle of att”ack. The value of 6tOtal- ‘$
then determined from figure 5 for the proper’ vazut?s of
dti d, and X. As the value of
‘total varies “with
—-..—.
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.. . . .
niode~ ..attitude, 6total must be determined as a function
of model “angle .of .at.tack,, In case of a flapped wing, a
similar calculation to determine
~total due,.to the
flaps must also be made. .
3. From power- of.f and power -On curves o; .hCm/hit
as a functio”n of lift coefficient., the value of (q/qo)av
may” be ‘determined from equation (14).’ If dynamic-pressure
surveys are to be made). ‘the value of q/qo will be avail-
able from the surveys. .
,.
4. The correction’to the downwash angle is found by
substituting into equation ,(1.0) the value of q/qo; the
. .
wing and tunnel areas, S and 0; and 8t0tal as found
i“n s“teps 2 and 30 This dcwnwash-angle correction is in
degrees and is added to the meas,ured downwash angle;
that is, the downwa.sh angle measured in ‘a closed wind
tunnel is lower than it would be in free air.
5. The correction to tie w“ake center-lir,e location
(or the slipstream center-line location) Az! at any
point x ‘behind the model is found from eorua.tion (11)
where the value of
‘total as a fu~ction Of ,.X is ob-
tained from figure 5. The value of tit to be used in :
determining 6t0tal is equal to the ‘distance of the
wake or slipstream center line shove the center line of
the tunn’el. The wake correction may be. applied as a con-
stant vertical displacement of all points outside the
slipstream having a horizontal ,ordinate equal to X. The
slipstream correction may be applied to all points inside
the slipstream. The corrections to the ~~;akelocaticn and
to the slipstream location will, in general, be different,
(Two corrections to the angle of downwash have been calc-
ulated. One of the corrections changes the angle of
downwash at each point and the other correction effectively
c~langes the ~,ertical location of that point with respect
to the airplane. The displacement correction is some-
times more important than the downwash-angle correction
for some powered models. )
60 The correction to the pitahing moment ACm ,iS
found by subst~”tuting the yal’ues,of ~(q/qo)av, CLP,
btotalt 6U,t and dCm/dit into equation (16). The values
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-., ... .. . .
.,..,:.,.- . ... . .
of these factors. are experimentally determined [or esti -
mat~d i.f ti,k:ce”ssary),.as.func;t:i.an?,.Qf,,th~ ,tunqel-a.n gle o,f
> a,tta,ck,.‘,,?alues’”’for 6W and 8total were ‘deterrn”ine’din
s.tep:91.and, 2 and for ,J(~/?o.)av..”,!n,,~teP 3* ,,?!: ;’i~al
,.. ” ,-
correction.:as obt”ai~ed from ea.tiation”(16) ’wi”13 he .a.func-
ti,on of tunnel” a“nglk of attack.”” -The“ecwre.ction is..t0,,be-
.added to, the’,measured”””~it~hin’g moments for “closed-type.
.,. . .. ... .:wifid tun~els. ,“ .:. .,. “,,” ..”.. ‘..: -,,.
.. .,.:
,,. ” .. .
.7’,.An” add~ti onal correc’tIoti to.,”the”p.$t:ching “m.on:ent#
.rnu.sthe made for the wake “’orthe slip~’tream +iisplac’ement.-
‘calculated in step (5); that ist an addi”tiona-1.qorrection
angle ,,bc ;t ,,must”be calculated. . Thi’s correction Correy:
,.
“ spending t>o.the chatige.,i~ vertical lo’c”atio~ of the “t@i$ “
; Azl with respeo$ t’0”the,!~,ake, 1s. cal~u”~ata”d from the ~~
charts in reference 5 ,or from d~whwash Surveys of the
same. or of..s,imilar powered ~od~ls.. .
.
. “8e The correct i~ns fey’ the measured” elevator free’-”
float$ng angle.. A6e, and; the pitch i”ng“moment ~Cm are
given-by equations (1’?).an~ (18) with the’ vaiue of
.. .
Accm
—,
as calculate d.~n step 6t ‘(Thevalue’of Aez I, as Calcu-
lated in step 7, may be added to. 4C~m, )
,’ 9. The correction t“o elevator hinge-moment coeffic-
ient Ac he is given in equation (19). The values of
A ‘Cm. ahd Aczt are the same, as that used in step 8.
.,..
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The methods presented may be used to determine the
jet=boundary corrections to the downwash angle, the wake
and slipstrearo location, the pitching moment, the elevator
free-floating angle, and the elevator hinge moment for
powered modele tested in rectangular wind tunnels: Num e-r-
ical values of the various correction fac,tors were pre-
sented for 7- by 10.-fo9t cloged wind tunnels. The methods
were “preeented arid discussed in some detail, The direct
effect of the slipstream and the secondar:) effects ““ofthe
jet-boundary induced wake or slipstream displacement upon
the measured downwash and the measured pitching moments
have been shown to be important and should not he neglected.
Langley Iiemorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va,
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APPENDIX- A,”
,.
.,
STREAMLINE- CURVATURE”’ COR.RECT”IO~;TO THE LIFT OF WINGS
,.
. ,,
,,
Inastiwch as the i.nducedupwash velocity varies with,;
the distance from the. lifting l~ne, there is an effective
curvature of the streamlines.. . This curvature has the
same resultant effect as a change in camber of the air-
f~il. In a closed-type win-d tunnel the streamlines curve
upward, $hereby effectively increasing the positive camber
of.theair,foil.; .,thus, the ai.rf~il has a higher lift in the
tunnel,th,an it would have ‘in .fqee ai”r~ The co~rection way
be applied as a li.f~ correction at the given angle of at-
tack “or it may be appl,i,editi the form of an increased
angle-o,f?attack, correction. In fact, thin-wing-section’ ~~
theory indi~ates that, if the streamlines passing over the
wing ahord are arcs of circleg (as they are to a’first ap-
p.roxiaaticn)., exactly half the oorreotion, shoqld be ap-
plied ’as a lift. correct.io~ and. half as an increased angle-
of-attack correction, . The correction will be determined
in each’of the three ways: first, as incrsased angle-of-
attack correction (with no correction to the lift); then
as a lift correction (with the ustial wing” angle-of-attack
correction); and, finally, following wing-section theory,
with half the correction as a lift correction and half as
an increased angle-of-attack correction.
Tie change in”the effective angle of attack of the
airfoil due to a chan:e in streamline curvature (circu-
lar camber) is approximately equal to the change in the
angle at the three-quarter-chord yoint of the wing (ref-
erence 8). If R is the radius of curvature of the
streamlines, the change in angle (correction angle) in
radians is
The radius of curvature is found as follows:
.
,,
To a first approximation
,.
., . .
,,
..
..>
and
1 .at!a
sc&=-=—
RC
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(24)
(25)
The slope ~6ac,~, /ilx maybe determined from cross,
plots (bac, ~, =-f(x)) from figu’re”4P An ,approximate av-
erage valu~ for the 7- by 10-foot closed tunnel is .
a6
~c. s.
—— = 0.033,
ax
This same slope. will be assumed constant
for all points along the wing span.
The correction to the angle of attack (due to stream-
line curvature) then becomes the change in induced upwash
between the one-quarter and the three-a_uarter chord points.
The value of the engle in radians is
(26)
The total correction to the angle of attack, in
radians, is
p~, in degrees,
‘at otal = (S,f+ 0.017C) $CL” (57*3) (27)
If it is desired to apply the streamline-curvature
correction as a lift correction, the angle-of-attack cor-
rection in degrees will be, as usual,
(28)
ml,mmmm,mI 11I ,1, ,,--- --!.!!..!.! II ..,,, ,, -,-!!. !.. l.! ! ,,, ., ..,, —- —.. . ..—. . ,.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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and the lift-coefficient correction is approximately equal
to
dCL
ACL = -Aa=c —
T da
(29)
If dGL/da = 0007
-A(O.033) (0.07) (57,3)C : CLACL =’ ~
or
ACL = -0,066C g CL (30)
From equations (27) and. (30) the corrections to he ap-
plied, if both th~ angle of attack and the lift coeffi-
cient are to be corr&cted, zre
*% Otal = (8W + 0,Q08c) : CL (57.3) (31)
and
ACL = s CL-o.@33C! ~
The numerical values given, of course, apply only to
7- by 10-foot closed wind tunnels. Tile corrections are
to be added to the tunnel values. The lift-coefficient
correction is about 1 to 2 percent of the lift coefficient
for models of the size usually tested in a 7- by 10-foot
~Tind tunnels
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APPENDIXB .“”’: “
.
c
L
ACL
a
Aa
c
Ae
6
a
h
c
E
n
s
s
b
c
d
dt
r
v
-. . ...... . . . . . .. . .. .‘...,., .-,
lift coefficient
. .
. correction <to tlie;”~iftcoefficient
angle of attack
.. . .
,.
“oorreoti on’to angle “of attack
angle of incl’in~.ti”onof ?ovnwash or slip-
stream
( S’c’)correction to. downwash an~le 6 ~
.( ‘)
( c w?jet-boundary correction faator” — --4sr) ,,
tunnel breadth -
,, turine’1hei<ht
tunnel area (ah)
,,
“integer defining number of ix,ages in
direction
integer defining num”oer of images in
&irection
z
Y
wing area
sernispan of simple horseshoe vortex
wing span
chord
,,
effective hei~ht of vortex system above
tunnel center line
height of point in a-uestion (tail) above
tunnel center line
circulation strength of “horse&h:oe vortex
ve.loc?ty parallel to x axis
. .. .. ... . . ------ ,, ,, . . . ..-—-—-—
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x
Y
z
*Z I
()6CL ‘f
dynamic pressure. .
induced vertical velocity pa~allel to Z
axis ..
distance. from ltfting line to point in o-ue6-
tion, parallel to X axis
distance from center section of lifting line,
parallel. to Y axis .,
distance from lifting line, parallel to Z
axis
vertical displacement Of wake or slipstream
correction to vertical displacement of wake
“02’61ipstream
prodxct cJfcorrection factor d.ue’to wing
a]ld increc:ent of lift coefficient due to
wi ng
product of correction factor due to flap and
increment of lift coefficient due to flap
.-
(’cLJw+f=(’c’J;’w+(’cL;’f :
~(jm/b!t than.qe in pitching moment per degree change
in stabilizer angle (stabilizer effective-.
ness)
b6e/dit change in elevator free-floating angle yer .
de~ree change in stabilizer angle
~chefhit change in elevator hinge-moment ooef’ficient
per degree change in stabilizer angle
A cm correction to pitching-moment coefficient
A6 e c’orTeotiGn to elevztor free-floating angle
Ache ,correctiGn to elevator hinge-moment coef-
ficient
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3 radius of,,cur~ature” of streamlines
.= r,e position “of”p”oint w“i’th”‘respeck ‘to centar line
of. a ‘.tw’o=d~m.ensional. slips t.rea.m : ,.
..
,.* ,.’-’, J.,.,
subscripts: ‘ ,’ , .
.“.
.“ .
a
s’
d,
t’
to+al
w
P“’
T.E.
..
;1
g., ““’
. . . . . . . ..:
.
,,. .
..” . . .. .
“at three”-qu~~ter chord ”po~nt
.,.
average’<”” ~~ . , ,..
. .
slipstream .
:.
free stream
.,, , ,,
at ‘center sect”i~n
,.
downwash -
tail
total
average over wing
“with power
of’wing
,.
.“’
.
.,
trailing edge ofwing
due to vertical displacement .
.“
geometric ~osttion of tip vortices
— .
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TABLE I
VALUES OF ADDITIONAL BOUNDARY-CORRECTION FACTOR 6acOa0 FOR EACH IMAGE TUNNEL
b
aluOS of 8~es. at l point ~ feet behind the liftlng line of a 5-foot semispan horseshoe
vortex located on the center llne of the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel for positive or negative
valum of m and n less than 15. If both positive and negative values of m and n
are conaldered: Z6a = 0.07894for all hage tunnels; ~6ac*~. = 0.07~48for importantC.3*
Image tunnels only;
6aCa8a
18 positive, though less than 10.000011 in 398 image tunnels
(indicated as +0); baco~. iS negative,
-I
(Indfcated as -0)~
0
*0.03517
l-.oo560
a.00175
a-.00076
a,00041
-.00023
.00012
- l 00012
l 00006
-.00006
.00006
-o
+0
-0
+0
1
‘0.00957
a.00035
=.00163
a.00093
‘-.00052
l.000a)
-.0001~
.00012
-: Omf
-.00006
.00006
A
-o
+0
-o
+0
2
ao.oolll
‘-.00058
a-o
l.00017
a-.00017
l.00017
- l 00012
.00012
-.00006
.00006
-.00006
.00006
-o
+0
-o
+0
aImportant Image tunnels.
3
aoooo029
a-.00023
a.00012
-o
-.00006
l 00006
-.00006
.00006
-.00006
.00006
-o
+0
-o
+0
-o
+0
though less than 10.000011 in 5~ lmago tunnels
-u-=-
ao.00012000000{
a-.00012 -.0000(
a.00006
-.00006
+0
+0
-o
+0
2
-o
+()
-o
+0
-o
+()
. 0000(
-o
+0
-o
-0
+0
2
-o
+0
-o
+0
-o
+0
6 7 8
0.00006+0 +0
-.00006 -o -o
l 00006+0 +0
-o -o -o
+0 +0+0
-o -o -o
+0 +0 +0
+0 -o -o
-o -() +0
+0 +0 +0
-o -o -o
+0 +0 +0
-o -o -o
+0 +0+0
-o -o -o
+0 +() +0
9 10 11
+0+0 +0
-0”-o -o
+0 +0 +0
-o -o -o
+0 +0 +0
-o -o -o
+()+()+0
-o -o -o
+0+0 +0
-o -o -o
-0 +0 +0
+0 +0 +0
-o -o -o
+0 +(J+0
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